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About This Game

Two royal knights, Edmund and Randall Ulmer, are tricked into a conspiracy against the crown. Pursued by the royal guard and
ruthless conspirators, the brothers embark on a dangerous journey that will uncover the kingdom's shameful secrets, restore the

honor of the Ulmer family and change their fate forever.

Many years ago, the prince of Griffinvale fell in love with a poor girl and - against his father's wishes - married her. The king,
unable to reconcile himself with the hopeless union, sent his son on a crusade and, in his absence, drove his young wife out of
the castle. The king had counted on the fact that the prince would eventually forget about her, but his plans were ruined when

his heir died in battle, and the prince’s beloved wife gave birth to a child and died in confinement. After the death of his son, the
king sank into mourning, and the future of the royal line was thrown into uncertainty. The royal court was overrun with

ambitions and conspiracies, from which a group of people loyal to the fallen prince decided to hide his descendant. As the royal
knight Edmund Ulmer, try to find the missing heir and help him regain his crown and retake the throne of Griffinvale!

Features
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 Visit 38 mysterious locations in Griffinvale!

 Solve 30 Minigames and Puzzles to find the crown!

 Meet 10 members of the royal court!

 Find 40 collectibles and earn 18 achievements!

 Continue playing the bonus adventure "Act of Deceit"!
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Title: Kingmaker: Rise to the Throne
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Cordelia Games
Publisher:
Artifex Mundi
Release Date: 31 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I have mixed feelings when it comes to the thumb up due to the ratio of length and price. The game is good and fun but way
TOO SHORT for the high price. For the new price I expect at least 4 hours of gameplay, I am a huge fun of the genre and AM
but I cannot stand how the games are getting more and more expensive, and shorter with every new title. Do not buy it at full
price.

Pros:
\u2022\tBeautiful artwork
\u2022\tIntuitive
\u2022\tPleasant music
\u2022\tInteresting story
\u2022\tGood voice acting
\u2022\tInteractive map
\u2022\tBonus chapter
\u2022\tCollectibles
\u2022\tAchievements

Cons:
\u2022\tAround 2 hours of gameplay (with the cinematics and bonus chapter)
\u2022\tRepetitive puzzles (sword fighting puzzles are all the same, becoming annoying after a while)
\u2022\tEasy puzzles and HO scenes
\u2022\tAnd again, way too short
. I wasn't thrilled with it.. Another winner from Artifex Mundi. I enjoyed this game from start to finish. I played all the way
through without stopping. The story was excellent...set in a medieval time period. The graphics are beautiful and there music
score very pleasant and fitting for the time period. There is a variety of different games and HO scenes. The voice acting is
superb. I liked that there was not any magic or gloominess in this game, no over done fantasy...just straight forward, down to
earth story telling and game play, which is very refreshing. If there is another game in this series I look forward to it. Thanks
Artifex Mundi for a great game that is a refreshing change. I recommend this game.. I wasn't thrilled with it.. This is a fun game
with a good story.. ok I never write reviews but I have to say this game had so much potential. However it fell short for
me--quite literally. It was so short!!! I have played dozens of hidden object type games over the years and this was, by far, the
shortest. I finished the game in less than 2 hours. Normally I play for a few hours and come back for a bit daily and it takes a
few days playing for maybe an hour or two, but I've never actually finished a game I got and completed it in less than 2 hours! It
had great story line but was way too predictable and the story line could have been dragged out a bit to create interest and
investment in the characters. It was visually very nice, but definitely a beginners game. If you're into these types of games and
play often, you will be disappointed for sure.. I really like this game on the surface it has a decent storyline, and the minigames
are fun, as well as the way you go about advancing the story. The only problem with this game is that it is too short and lacks
depth. You don't want to be able to finish the game in under 3 hours the first time around, even less if you play it more than
once. I think there is room for development and for the storyline to be fleshed out more. Also I think it should tell you which
rooms you missed collectibles in (but thats just me cuz i couldnt find all of them :P ). Overall, would recommend for a short
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This HOG is very well done with a few plot twists but it's also short and easy if you're an expert player. It's a bit overpriced
considering everything so I'd recommend buying it on sale.. A beautifully made game with a nice tale. Kingmaker Rise to the
Throne is about two royal knights brothers, Edmund and Randall Ulmer who were falsely accused of killing the king. Randall
was captured for various reasons and a hidden secret Edmund will find out later as he is trying to sneak around in the town and
hide from the guard's eyes. He will do everything to save his brother and retake the throne. You'll learn the backstory about the
king and what he did to his son years ago. I'm not going to spoil the story further because it is more fun to play it than read it in
a review. Playing as a male protagonist is rare in this genre, I commend the developers for changing what people been used to.

The first thing I loved about this game is the art, the developers did a great job with the artwork, each location has a nice
atmosphere and gives the feels of it being abandoned. The rain effect played nicely with it too as well as the music which I was
so happy to see it included in the 'Extra' menu.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1399351650

Hidden objects scenes are well made and not recycled, you won't visit the same scene twice, and the fun part they included the
three types of hidden objects scenes (Shadow, words, fragment). Puzzles were nice and easy to solve, however, there is this
'fight puzzle' which require you to connect the dots without crossing the same line twice, those are repetitive but some of them
are quite difficult to solve without trying a couple of times. There is an achievement for solving it from the first try.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1399374589

Voice actors did a great job too, I liked the accent of the two brothers, especially Randall, but sometimes I mixed up the two
brother's voices and didn't know who is talking since both of their voices are quite similar, thankfully the subtitles colors are
different. I also liked that they added a mouth animation because there wasn't any when I beta-tested this game.

Thankfully the game provided us with a fast traveling map, although there isn't much of a backtracking I like the ability to jump
from an area to another. What I dislike is the lack of journals entries. There is no way you can check the past events or the
scattered papers and clues you'll find around, all that you have is an objective 'tasks' journal.

Like any game from this genre, you can collect extra items for achievements. This collectible, however 'The king's symbol' will
glow next to the hint button whenever you go to the scene and the 'collectible' is there for you to pick. There is a total of 29 of
them in the main chapter and 11 in the bonus chapter. There is also extra tasks like petting all animals and feed them. Those
tasks give the game a replay value.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1400215164

Pros:
+Outstanding artwork.
+Good story and ending.
+Medieval setting.
+Verywell-done voice over.
+Variety of puzzles.
+Well drawn hidden object scenes.
+Fitting music and atmosphere. (Especially Autumn Wind track)
+Fast traveling map.
+Collectibles.
+Good bonus chapter.
+Steam achievements.

Cons:
-No journal.

The bonus chapter was short but gave a nice addition to the main story. I enjoyed everything about this game and I'm glad it is
on steam now! I highly recommend it for all hidden objects games lovers or people who enjoy puzzles and good stories.

\ud835\udc39\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udc5f \ud835\udc5a\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udc5f\ud835\udc52
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\ud835\udc5f\ud835\udc52\ud835\udc63\ud835\udc56\ud835\udc52\ud835\udc64\ud835\udc60
\ud835\udc50\ud835\ude29\ud835\udc52\ud835\udc50\ud835\udc58 \ud835\udc5a\ud835\udc66
\ud835\udc50\ud835\udc62\ud835\udc5f\ud835\udc4e\ud835\udc61\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udc5f
\ud835\udc5d\ud835\udc4e\ud835\udc54\ud835\udc52 
\ud835\udc39\ud835\udc52\ud835\udc52\ud835\udc5b\ud835\udc4e'\ud835\udc60
\ud835\udc36\ud835\ude29\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udc56\ud835\udc50\ud835\udc52. TL;DR; Sub par quality and absurd
pricing compared to the Grim Legend series.

As a newcomer to the genre, I just finished all 3 Grim Legends one after the other and was eager to play Kingmaker, it
was disappointing to feel the big gap in quality between the 2 series.

- Story is not well crafted because the game, as others have pointed out, is short - the starting premise seemed promising
but the development is far too short and simple for the asking price. (criminal!)
- Puzzle quality feels repetitive and not well crafted - hints to some puzzles are not intuitive, hidden objects aren't as
"cleverly hidden" and once or twice, it felts like the named object doesn't match what you are actually required to find in-
game. Strangely, despite the shortness of the game - and therefore minigames, I felt like the hidden objects asked for the
same kind of items more often than Grim legends that actually had more minigames...

Definitely cannot recommend. I didn't set out to hate this game - as I still am eager to try out all Artifex Mundi listings,
but there is a clear problem here when I would rather replay Grim Legends (whom I finished and uninstalled already)
rather than play this.... For the Full Price of nearly 14 EUR its not worth because you are easily trough in under 2 hours.

Easter Eggs in Irony Curtain:

Comrades!

Before we announce some more details about the Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love (which you can still add to
wishlist by the way), we have something very special for classic adventure games fans!

Although Matryoshkans love potatoes the most, there’s also one more thing close to our hearts. It’s eggs. Easter eggs to
be exact.

Irony Curtain is set in the 50s, but we did our best to spice it up a little with pop culture references from modern movies,
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comics, games and classic point & clicks. It’s kind of mandatory thing when creating the classic adventure game.

Overall, we keep the balance between the story and the references, and there are places you will have a hard time finding
them, but sometimes we literally go crazy with Easter eggs in some locations.

Just look at the screenshot below and try to find all the references we’ve hidden there. There’s also a hint under spoiler
below:

ANSWERS:
1. key in the shape of Sauron's Eye
2. shape of the island from Monkey Island
3. sketch of a key game from Machinarium
4. crow from Enigmatis 2
5. Pirates of the Carribean key
6. Konami Code

The medals are more monothematic because they are all inspired by the works of one studio. Can you guess what every
one of them refers to?
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Don't forget to add Irony Curtain to wishlist!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. The Giants wake up!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Irony Curtain Premiere TODAY with 10% OFF!:

Comrades!

We’re at the finishing line of accomplishing a dream we’ve had for a very long time – publishing our own point and click
adventure. Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love is now live!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/

Throughout the years of avid gaming, sleepless nights filled with solving puzzles and laughing at all the jokes we kept
dreaming of bringing something to the table, enriching the genre somehow – and now we put Irony Curtain in front
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of you to gauge how we did. We tried to give you a classical point and click with all the things we loved about the old-
school games such as the Monkey Island series, but also do something based on the experiences that shaped us – such as
the reign of communism in Poland, which affected most of us in one way or another.
https://youtu.be/UIMTQysqbOg

We joked about Irony Curtain being Deponia meets Papers, please – and we hope it’s true! It’s a classic point and click
adventure, with a story that will keep you hooked, with fleshed out, relatable characters, full of humour and well-placed
easter-eggs, riddles that will keep you puzzled, with a familiar interface, known from other p’n’c titles – all that without
the elements that made us grit our teeth in the classics – the riddles can be solved by rational thinking (no dream logic!),
some of them even have more than one ways they can be solved, it has good music – created by Peter McConnel and
Arkadiusz Reikowski – and will keep you entertained for up to 10 hours!

So, we’re calling on all point-and-click fans – we know you’re out there! Play Irony Curtain, tell us how we did! We
hope that we managed to bring you a wave of nostalgia, laughter and some insight into the absurdities of communism.

If you'd like to reach us, please don't hesitate to check out the Steam Forums. See you there!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/.  The voice of Dark Souls
to sing on My Brother Rabbit!:

Artifex Mundi has partnered with Emi Evans – the voice behind NieR: Automata and Dark Souls to collaborate on a
song "Dreams", together with Arkadiusz Reikowski (Layers of Fear, Kholat, >observer_). Recently, the duo met in
London to recap the project and record a brief documentary about the experience that you can watch here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxBA1r5AL3o

The song Dreams is available for free on Bandcamp, Soundcloud and Youtube, soon on Spotify and iTunes.

https://youtu.be/25rsEmVhQaI

----

My Brother Rabbit is a beautifully drawn exploration adventure and puzzle game set in a surreal world that mixes reality
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with a child’s imagination. The game will be out on September 21st on Steam, PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Nintendo
Switch, Humble Bundle, GOG, Windows Store and Mac Appstore.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/855640/My_Brother_Rabbit/
. Some mysteries should remain forgotten:

 Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!
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